Title: DATA TRACKING USING IP ADDRESS FILTERING OVER A WIDE AREA NETWORK

Abstract: The preferred method for implementing the invention includes presetting IP filters and storing a web page on a first server (12) coupled to a wide area network, whereby the web page including data mining code. The web page would then be uploaded to a visitor computer (14) responsive to a request over the wide area network from the visitor computer, whereby the visitor computer would have a designated IP address. The data mining code would then be operated on the visitor computer to obtain technical data. A subsequent step would be receiving at a second server the technical data and the IP address of the visitor computer and generating a log file incorporating the technical data and IP address. The IP filters would be applied to the IP address stored in the log file and a database file would then be generated from the log file responsive to the IP filters.
DATA TRACKING USING IP ADDRESS FILTERING
OVER A WIDE AREA NETWORK

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

1. Field of the Invention.

The present application relates to compiling and reporting data associated
with activity on a network server and more particularly to compiling and reporting
server data that is associated with commercial activity on a server using IP address
filtering prior to data reporting.

2. Description of the Prior Art.

Programs for analyzing traffic on a network server, such as a worldwide
web server, are known in the art. One such prior art program is described in U.S.
Patent Application No. 09/240,208, filed January 29, 1999, for a Method and
Apparatus for Evaluating Visitors to a Web Server, which is incorporated herein by
reference for all purposes and is assigned in common with the present application.
In these prior art systems, the program typically runs on the web server that is being
monitored. Data is compiled, and reports are generated on demand—or are
delivered from time to time via email—to display information about web server
activity, such as the most popular page by number of visits, peak hours of website
activity, most popular entry page, etc.

Analyzing activity on a worldwide web server from a different location on a
global computer network ("Internet") is also known in the art. To do so, a provider
of remote web-site activity analysis ("service provider") generates JavaScript code
that is distributed to each subscriber to the service. The subscriber copies the code
into each web-site page that is to be monitored. When a visitor to the subscriber's
web site loads one of the web-site pages into his or her computer, the JavaScript
code collects information, including time of day, visitor domain, page visited, etc.
The code then calls a server operated by the service provider—also located on the
Internet—and transmits the collected information thereto. Information is also
transmitted in a known manner via a cookie.
Each subscriber has a password to access a page on the service provider's server. This page includes a set of tables that summarize, in real time, activity on the customer's web site.

It is understood that not all activity on a web site is commercial or potentially commercial in nature. Instead, some visitors to the web site might be the web site owner's own employees that are only testing the operation of the web site. Such traffic is not important to the commercial success of the web page since such visitors have no intention of buying anything on the web site. Accordingly, the need arises for somehow obtaining a more accurate representation of commercial activity on a web server by only reporting activity on the web site from actual or potential customers.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

The present invention realizes this goal by filtering the raw activity data using information obtained from the computer requesting the information from the web server.

The preferred method for implementing the invention includes presetting IP filters and storing a web page on a first server coupled to a wide area network, whereby the web page including data mining code. The web page would then be uploaded to a visitor computer responsive to a request over the wide area network from the visitor computer, whereby the visitor computer would have a designated IP address. The data mining code would then be operated on the visitor computer to obtain technical data. A subsequent step would be receiving at a second server the technical data and the IP address of the visitor computer and generating a log file incorporating the technical data and IP address. The IP filters would be applied to the IP address stored in the log file and a database file would then be generated from the log file responsive to the IP filters.

The network for implementing the invention includes a visitor node having a browser program coupled to the network, whereby the visitor node provides requests for information on the network. The network further includes a web site node having a respective web site responsive to requests for information from the
visitor node to provide media content and data mining code to the visitor node. The apparatus also includes a tracking node including a log file and a database. The tracking node is responsive to a communication from the visitor node based upon the data mining code to store visitor data obtained from the visitor node into the log file. Finally, the apparatus network includes a filter node responsive to the visitor data based on a filter to select the visitor data for storage in a data base, whereby said data base is accessible by an owner of the web site node to view relevant traffic data to the web site node.

The foregoing and other objects, features and advantages of the invention will become more readily apparent from the following detailed description of a preferred embodiment of the invention that proceeds with reference to the accompanying drawings.

**BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS**

FIG. 1 is a schematic view of a network implementation for carrying out a preferred embodiment of the invention.

FIG. 2 is a sample order page included on a commercial web site implementing the present invention.

FIGs. 3A and 3B illustrate screen shots showing examples of an administrative console user interface in which the EXCLUDE filters are set by the web site owner.

FIG. 4 is a flow diagram illustrating the software method operable on the data analysis server in FIG. 1 to filter the hits according to the IP addresses of the visiting computer according to a preferred embodiment of the invention.

FIGs. 5A and 5B show report pages illustrating site visitor information concerning the web page being tracked by a web site tracking service using the invention.

APPENDICES I through IV illustrate a preferred source code method for implementing the invention.
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENT

Turning now to FIG. 1, indicated generally at 10 is a highly schematic view of a portion of the Internet. FIG. 1 depicts a system implementing the present invention. Included thereon is a worldwide web server 12. Server 12, in the present example, is operated by a business that sells products via server 12, although the same implementation can be made for sales of services via the server. The server includes a plurality of pages that describe the business and the products that are offered for sale. It also includes an order page, like the one shown in FIG. 2, that a site visitor can download to his or her computer, like computer 14, using a conventional browser program running on the computer. The order form typically contains—for products—the national currency that the seller accepts, an identification of the product, the number of products sold, and the unit price for each product. After a site visitor at computer 14 fills in the information in FIG. 2, the visitor actuates a screen-image button 15 that places the order by transmitting the information from computer 14 to server 12 over the network. Upon receipt of this information, server 12 typically confirms the order via email to computer 14. The seller then collects payment, using a credit-card number provided in the FIG. 2 form, and ships the product.

As mentioned above, it would be advantageous to the seller to have an understanding about how customers and potential customers use server 12. As also mentioned above, it is known to obtain this understanding by analyzing web-server log files at the server that supports the selling web site. It is also known in the art to collect data over the Internet and generate activity reports at a remote server.

When the owner of server 12 first decides to utilize a remote service provider to generate such reports, he or she uses a computer 16, which is equipped with a web browser, to visit a web server 18 operated by the service provider. On server 18, the subscriber opens an account and creates a format for real-time reporting of activity on server 12.

To generate such reporting, server 18 provides computer 16 with a small piece of code, typically JavaScript code. The subscriber simply copies and pastes this code onto each web page maintained on server 12 for which monitoring is
desired. When a visitor from computer 14 loads one of the web pages having the embedded code therein, the code passes predetermined information from computer 14 to a server 20—also operated by the service provider—via the Internet. This information includes, e.g., the page viewed, the time of the view, the length of stay on the page, the visitor's identification, etc. Server 20 in turn transmits this information to an analysis server 22, which is also maintained by the service provider. This server analyzes the raw data collected on server 20 and passes it to a database server 24 that the service provider also operates.

When the subscriber would like to see and print real-time statistics, the subscriber uses computer 16 to access server 18, which in turn is connected to database server 24 at the service provider's location. The owner can then see and print reports, sample pages of which are shown in FIGs. 5A and 5B, that provide real-time information about the activity at server 12.

The above-described arrangement for monitoring web server activity by a service provider over the Internet is generally known in the art. Information analyzed in prior art systems, however, consists of what might be thought of as technical data, such as most popular pages, referring URLs, total number of visitors, returning visitors, etc. As will now be explained, applicant has developed the ability to analyze commercial data as well, e.g., number of orders, total revenues, etc., generated by server 18, as explained in detail below.

Applicant has developed a method in which data relating to revenues, products sold, categories of products, etc., is collected, analyzed and displayed in various report formats. An example of code that can be used to implement this method is shown in Appendices I and II. When the subscriber opens an account with the service provider by connecting computer 16 to server 18, as described above, the code in Appendices I and II is transferred from service 18 to computer 16 in a known manner. The subscriber then determines which pages on the server 12 web site he or she would like to track. The subscriber then opens each page to be tracked a text editor, and the code from Appendix I is pasted into the bottom of the page. Although the code in Appendix I does not provide an image on the page, it should be appreciated that code that includes an image such as a logo or the like,
could be included in the Appendix I code. This would consequently both track the page and display an image thereon.

After the Appendix I code is pasted onto each page to be tracked, including an order confirmation page, the code in Appendix II, which defines a variable called ORDER, is also pasted onto the order confirmation page. This variable appears on line 7 of the Appendix I code.

The variable ORDER, among other things, defines the currency that is used to purchase the product. The currency need only be entered once, and in the example is USD for U.S. dollars. There are four other items that are included in the variable for each product ordered. In the order appearing in the variable they are first, the product name; second, the category that the product is in; third, the number of products purchased; and fourth, the unit price for the product. As can be seen in the Appendix II code, each item of information in the ORDER variable is included for each product purchased.

In operation, a site visitor using computer 14 first fills in all the information in the FIG. 2 form. The visitor then clicks button 15 in FIG. 2, and an order confirmation page (not shown) appears that includes the product, category, number, and unit price information, for each product ordered. The code in Appendices I and II collects this information, along with the usual data relating to traffic, visitors, visitors' systems, etc., and transmits it to service 20. This data is analyzed on server 22 as described above and stored on database 24.

When the business owner operating the website on server 12 wants to determine activity on that site, he or she logs onto his or her account on web server 18 via computer 16. After entering the appropriate user name and password, reports that are maintained in real time, as described above, are accessed, viewed, and—if desired—printed by the subscriber. Examples of various reports are available through the webtrendslive.com reporting service, operated by the assignee of this application, that reports the following commercial activity: Revenue over Time, Revenue by Category, Revenue by Product, Units over Time, Units by Category, Units by Product, Category Sales Trends, and Product Sales Trends.
In addition to viewing the reports that are maintained in real time, the account owner can define time periods during which the information can be displayed in the format shown in the enclosed reports. There is also a feature that the account owner can select to cause reports to be periodically mailed to computer 16.

IP ADDRESS FILTERING

It is understood that not all activity on a web site is commercial or potentially commercial in nature. Instead, some visitors to the web site might be the web site owner’s own employees that are only testing the operation of the web site. Such traffic is not important to the commercial success of the web page since such visitors have no intention of buying anything on the web site. Accordingly, one aspect of obtaining a more accurate representation of commercial activity on a web server is only reporting activity on the web site from actual or potential customers. The present invention realizes this goal by filtering the raw activity data using information obtained from the computer requesting the information from the web server.

A conventional method for identifying computers on a network, such as the Internet, is by “Internet Protocol” or IP addresses. These addresses are currently expressed as a series of four numbers separated by periods (A.B.C.D) where each number is between 0 and 255. In FIG. 1, for instance, the visitor computer 14 is identified by an IP address that is attached as a tag to all communications over the Internet (or any network using IP Addressing schema) originating from that computer. Similarly, all communications to visitor computer 14, as from server 12, include a destination tag referencing that computer’s four-digit IP address. When server 12 receives the request for information from visitor computer 14, it sends the requested information back through the Internet with a destination address of the visitor computer 14. The requested information from server 12 is passed through routers (not shown) that ultimately direct the information to the visitor computer having the particular destination address. This is a common method for passing information back and forth between particular computers over a network.
Currently, data obtained via web site analysis tools such as those known in the prior art track all visitors to a particular web site. While this information is oftentimes useful, the data can be misleading since the number and type of visitors can be skewed when the web site owner's own employees visit the site for testing, verification or other work-related reason. Therefore, the need remains for a method and system for reporting only those visitors that may be relevant to the site owner's business.

The present invention operates to conduct web traffic analysis based on web site hits coming only from computers having IP addresses within specified ranges. A "hit" is defined as a request by a visitor computer of a web page from a server hosting the web site that includes the requested web page. Multiple requests result in multiple hits.

The two types of filters are INCLUDE and EXCLUDE. The INCLUDE filter will allow a hit to be counted if the IP address of the visitor computer 14 is a match against the filter. The EXCLUDE filter will allow a hit to be counted if the IP address of the visitor computer 14 is not a match against the filter. The EXCLUDE filter is most useful in the situation noted above where hits from a company's own employees are excluded from the web traffic analysis report. This can be accomplished because the web site owner has knowledge of the IP addresses of its employees' own computers.

FIGs. 3A and 3B illustrate screen shots showing examples of an administrative console user interface in which the EXCLUDE filters are set by the web site owner. The filter is specified as "E.F.G.H" where E, F, G and H can be set to:

1. Match everything (the "*" character)
2. Match only a particular number (e.g., a designated number between 0 and 255)
3. A range specification (a number followed by a "-" character followed by another number)

In FIG. 3A, the EXCLUDE filters are set to default so that no IP addresses are then filtered out of the compiled visitor data. In FIG. 3B, however, the IP address
EXCLUDE filters are set to filter out hits originating from computers having the following IP addresses:

1. The computer having the IP address 206.58.83.2
2. Any computer having an IP address where the first three numbers are, in order, 192.168.83;
3. Any computer having an IP address where the first two numbers are, in order, 206.58; and
4. Any computer having the first three numbers of their IP addresses as "100.100.83" and the final number within the range of 1 and 100.

Note that the first filter is a subset of the third filter since the third filter would necessarily operate to exclude the computer having the IP address "206.58.83.2".

The IP address filtering above is only intended to represent an example of one method in which visitor's to a web site can be filtered according to their identity or originating computer address. Three other examples are expressed below:

A first alternate method is to use an IP address (A.B.C.D) with a subnet mask (E.F.G.H) where the incoming visitor IP address (W.X.Y.Z) is filtered according to evaluations using the binary AND (&) operator:

\[
\begin{align*}
W & \& E &= A \\
X & \& F &= B \\
Y & \& G &= C \\
Z & \& H &= D
\end{align*}
\]

A match occurs if all four equations are true.

A second alternative method is to use classless inter-domain routing (CIDR), in which subnet ranges are specified. The CIDR specification is documented in RFC1517, RFC1518, RFC1519, and RFC1520 using the designation A.B.C.D/M (Example: 192.168.0.0/16). The IP address A.B.C.D represents the "IP Prefix" and the M specifies the mask length. For an incoming visitor IP address to match the filter, the M number of leftmost contiguous significant bits in the "IP Prefix" and the "test" IP Address must be equal.
A third alternative is to use a standard pattern matching specification like Regular Expressions to match the visitor IP address.

As explained above with reference to commercial transaction reporting, the code shown in Appendix I is pasted onto each page to be tracked. As the code is downloaded with the web page by the visitor computer, the Appendix I code executes within the visitor's computer to gather available data such as the type of browser being used, URL of page being viewed, length of time viewed, etc.

Appendix III shows another example of the type of code that can fulfill this data mining function. Once the data is collected by operation of the JavaScript code within the visitor computer's web browser, the data is transmitted over the Internet to service 20. An example of the location of the service to which the data is transmitted, and the data folder into which the log file is written, is identified within the code of Appendix III:

```
v+='http://stats.webtrendslive.com/S005-00-5-18-2994-11462/scripts/wttagv2.cgi?
sid=005-00-5-18-2994-11462&siteID=11462&
tagver=2&tz=-800&ed=ecommerce&button=&';
```

where the first two lines denote the location of the network server designated by the web site tracking service provider to store the log file information and the final two lines denote the specific data folder within the server. The numbers included in the final two lines of the above code are specific to the customer/owner of the web page being tracked and are generated when the customer signs up for the service. The data is transmitted to service 20 along with the IP address of the sending (visitor's) computer 14 by operation of the JavaScript code in Appendix III upon the browser program (Internet Explorer or Netscape Navigator).

Attention is now directed to the flow diagram shown in FIG. 4 illustrating the operation of the invention. The INCLUDE and/or EXCLUDE filters are set in step 30 using the administrative console user interface shown in FIG. 3. In step 32, the visitor downloads a web page containing the added JavaScript code shown in Appendix I or III. The code operates within the visitor computer's browser to
obtain and then transmit specified information to server 20 operated by the web tracking service to which is appended the IP address of the sending (visitor’s) computer 14. The IP address is retrieved by the visitor’s computer web browser in step 34 and transmitted to the service provider server 20 in step 36. The retrieved information, including the IP address, are stripped out and stored within a log file generated on server 20 in step 40.

The IP filtering step is then conducted on the log files using software operable on analysis server 22. An example of software operable on the data analysis server 22 to filter the hits according to the IP addresses of the visiting computer 14 is shown in Appendix IV and is represented by box 42 of FIG. 4. Step 44 then queries whether the data within the log file originated from a visitor computer having an IP address specified within the INCLUDE filter list. If the IP address is on the list (or if no filter is specified thus defaulting to a “YES” condition), then the filtering process proceeds to step 46. Step 46 then queries whether the data within the log file originated from a visitor computer having an IP address specified within the EXCLUDE filter list. If the IP address is not on the list (or if no filter is specified thus defaulting to a “NO” condition), then the filtering process proceeds to step 48 in which the database files stored within database 24 are updated to reflect the new information. If the IP address is either not on the INCLUDE list or is on the EXCLUDE, then the log file is ignored and the database is not updated. The database files may be queried by a customer (step 50) in real time by logging onto the web traffic reporting server 18 as described above.

FIGs. 5A and 5B show report pages illustrating site visitor information to the web page being tracked. FIG. 5A illustrates site visitors in which no IP EXCLUDE filters were designated, as shown in FIG. 3A. FIG. 5B, on the other hand, illustrates the number of site visitors by hour in which hits originating from computers having IP addresses as designated in FIG. 3B have been excluded from the report. Assuming that the IP addresses set in FIG. 3B represent computers used by the web site owner’s own employees, it is understood that the filtered data shown in FIG. 5B represents a more accurate view of the effective traffic at the web site as a measure of popularity.
Having described and illustrated the principles of the invention in a preferred embodiment thereof, it should be apparent that the invention can be modified in arrangement and detail without departing from such principles. I claim all modifications and variation coming within the spirit and scope of the following claims.
APPENDIX I

1:   <--- Copyright 1999 WebTrends Corporation --->
2:   <--- http://www.webtrends.com --->
3:   <!--- Modification of this code is not allowed and will permanently disable your account --->
4:   <script language="JavaScript1.2">
5:     <![CDATA[
6:     var code = "";
7:     var ORDER = "<%% ORDER %>
8:       var SERVER = "";
9:     var title = escape(document.title);
10:    var url = window.document.URL;
11:   var orderstr = escape(order);
12:   var get = "http://stats.webtrendslive.com/scripts/enterprise.cgi";
13:   get += "?sid=000-99-9-7-27-7349&siteID=232",
14:   get += "&title=" + title + "&url=" + url;
15:   document.write("<" + "script src=" + get + ">
16:     </script>";
17:   //-->]
18:   </script>
19:   <script language="JavaScript1.2">
20:     document.write(code);
21:     document.write("<" + "!--- ");</script>
23:     7349&siteID=232&url=">
24:   <script language="JavaScript1.2">
25:     document.write("--- " + ");
26:   </script>
27:   <noscript>
29:   </noscript>
30:   <!--- End of WebTrends Counter insertion --->
APPENDIX II

```%  
ORDER = "D1;"

FOR i = 0 to UBOUND(orders)
ORDER = ORDER + product(i) & "," & category(i) >>
& "," & number_sold(i) & "," & unit_price(i) >> & ","
NEXT  
%>

('>>' indicates line continues)```
APPENDIX III

<!-- START OF WEBTRENDS LIVE TAG INSERTION -->
<!-- Copyright 1999-2000 WebTrends Corporation -->

5
<!-- Visit our corporate website at http://www.webtrends.com -->
<!-- Visit our Webtrends Live website at http://www.webtrendslive.com -->
<!-- eCommerce Revenue Tracking (patent pending) -->
<SCRIPT LANGUAGE="JavaScript1.1">
10 var ORDER= "";
var SERVER= "";
var CONTENTGROUP= "";

// You may customize the values of the above three variables to suit your website.
15 // Simply insert your own values between the double-quotes.
// The lines below show some examples:
// var ORDER= "D2,Business to Consumer,Pocket FM Radio,Audio
Products,10,499.99";
// var SERVER= "Name of this web server";
// var CONTENTGROUP = "Content group name for this page";
</SCRIPT>

<!-- Modification of this code is not allowed and will permanently disable your account! -->

25 <SCRIPT LANGUAGE="JavaScript1.1">
v = '<c' + 'SCRIPT SRC=""';
v+= 'http://stats.webtrendslive.com/S005-00-5-18-2994-
11462/scripts/wttavg2.cgi?sid=005-00-5-18-2994-11462&siteID=11462&tagver=2&tz=-
30 800&ed=ecommerce&button=&';
v+= 'order=' + escape(ORDER) + '&';
v+= 'server=' + escape(SERVER) + '&';
v+= 'url=' + escape(window.document.URL) + '&';
v+= 'ref=' + escape(window.document.referrer) + '&';
35 v+= 'title=' + escape(document.title) + '&';
v+= '"" + '>' + '<' + '/' + 'SCRIPT' + '>';
document.write( v);
</SCRIPT>

40 <NOS scripts="http://stats.webtrendslive.com/S005-00-5-18-2994-
11462/scripts/wttavg2 ns.cgi?uid=005-00-5-18-2994-
11462&siteID=11462&tagver=2&tz=-800&ed=ecommerce&button=&javaOk=No">
</NOS SCRIPT>

45 <!-- END OF WEBTRENDS LIVE TAG INSERTION -->
This class object stores (as part of it) the data for the configured filters.

class CLogStats
{
    public:
    CLogStats();
    ~CLogStats();

    public:
    enum ENUM_STATE
    {
        ENUM_UNUSED = 0,
        ENUM_ANALYZE = 1,
        ENUM_ANALYZE_BUSY = 2,
        ENUM_DATABASE = 3,
        ENUM_DATABASE_BUSY = 4,
    }

    public:
    ENUM_STATE fnuse;
    DWORD dwStartTick;
    DWORD dwCountTick;
    char szLogFile[MAX_PATH];
    unsigned int nLogFile_size;
    unsigned int nLogFile_read;
    FILETIME ftCreateOn;
    char szComment[MAX_PATH];
    DWORD dwSiteCountTick;
    int nHits;
    int nDNSBlanks;
    int nDNSResolved;
    int nDNSUnresolved;
    FILETIME ftFirstHit;

    public:
char szDsn[MAX_PATH];

public:
    int nUid;
    int nSiteId;

    int nTimeZone;
    char szCategory[100];
    char szSubCategory[100];
    char szLastAccess[20];
    char szHomePage[100];

public:
    char szIncludeFilter[400];
    char szExcludeFilter[400];

struct IPFILTER
{
    public:
        unsigned int start[4];
        unsigned int end[4];
    public:
        IPFILTER()
        {
            memset( start, 0, sizeof(start));
            memset( end, 0, sizeof(end));
        }
};

std::list<IPFILTER> listExcludeFilter;
std::list<IPFILTER> listIncludeFilter;

public:
    char szDBLocation[100];
    char szSiteVer[100];

public:
    Table* pdb;
    Table* pGlobalDB;

public:
    SiteTables* pSiteTables;
    GlobalTables* pGlobalTables;

public:
    DWORD dwGlobalStartTick;
public:
    CLogStats* pNode_Global;
};

This function reads from the database the configured filters and parse it out
for use later.

int CheckSiteId( Table* pGlobalDB, CLogStats* pSite)
{
    if (pGlobalDB->hdbc)
    {
        TableStmt hstmt(pGlobalDB->hdbc);
        int rc;

        //rc = db.ExecDirect( hstmt, "SELECT timezone, sitecategory,
sitesubcategory, homepage, firstaccess FROM SiteSettings WHERE siteid=\%u", pSite->nSiteId);
        rc = pGlobalDB->ExecDirect( hstmt,
        "SELECT DBLocation, SiteVer, timezone, sitecategory,
sitesubcategory, homepage, firstaccess, includefilter, excludefilter"
        "FROM PageCounterSites"
        "WHERE siteid=\%u",
        pSite->nSiteId);

        if (rc == SQL_SUCCESS)
        {
            char szFirstAccess[100] = "";
            pSite->nTimeZone = 0;
            pSite->szCategory[0] = 0;
            pSite->szSubCategory[0] = 0;
            pSite->szHomePage[0] = 0;
            pSite->szIncludeFilter[0] = 0;
            pSite->szExcludeFilter[0] = 0;

            SDWORD nLen[30];
            int nCol = 0;

            nLen[nCol] = 0;
            rc = SQLBindCol( hstmt, nCol+1, SQL_C_CHAR, &pSite->szDBLocation, sizeof(pSite->szDBLocation), &nLen[nCol]);
            nCol++;
        }
    }
}
nLen[nCol] = 0;
rc = SQLBindCol( hstmt, nCol+1, SQL_C_CHAR, &pSite->szSiteVer, sizeof(pSite->szSiteVer), &nLen[nCol]);
      nCol++;

nLen[nCol] = 0;
rc = SQLBindCol( hstmt, nCol+1, SQL_C_LONG, &pSite->nTimeZone, sizeof(pSite->nTimeZone), &nLen[nCol]);
      nCol++;

nLen[nCol] = SQL_NT;
rc = SQLBindCol( hstmt, nCol+1, SQL_C_CHAR, (void*) &pSite->szCategory, sizeof(pSite->szCategory), &nLen[nCol]);
      nCol++;

nLen[nCol] = SQL_NT;
rc = SQLBindCol( hstmt, nCol+1, SQL_C_CHAR, (void*) &pSite->szSubCategory, sizeof(pSite->szSubCategory), &nLen[nCol]);
      nCol++;

nLen[nCol] = SQL_NT;
rc = SQLBindCol( hstmt, nCol+1, SQL_C_CHAR, (void*) &pSite->szHomePage, sizeof(pSite->szHomePage), &nLen[nCol]);
      nCol++;

nLen[nCol] = SQL_NT;
rc = SQLBindCol( hstmt, nCol+1, SQL_C_CHAR, szFirstAccess, sizeof(szFirstAccess), &nLen[nCol]);
      nCol++;

nLen[nCol] = SQL_NT;
rc = SQLBindCol( hstmt, nCol+1, SQL_C_CHAR, pSite->szIncludeFilter, sizeof(pSite->szIncludeFilter), &nLen[nCol]);
      nCol++;

nLen[nCol] = SQL_NT;
rc = SQLBindCol( hstmt, nCol+1, SQL_C_CHAR, pSite->szExcludeFilter, sizeof(pSite->szExcludeFilter), &nLen[nCol]);
      nCol++;

rc = SQLFetch( hstmt);
if( rc == SQL_SUCCESS || rc == SQL_SUCCESS_WITH_INFO )
{
   // Parse out the Include Filter
if (pSite->szIncludeFilter[0])
{
    pSite->listIncludeFilter.clear();
    CLogStats::IPFILTER node;
    int n= 0;
    char* p= pSite->szIncludeFilter;
    while (p && p[0])
    {
        if (p[0] == '*')
        {
            node.start[n] = 0;
            node.end[n] = 255;
            n++;
            p++;
        }
        else
        {
            node.start[n] = atoi(p);
            p += strlen(p, "0123456789");
            if (p[0] == '-')
            {
                p++;
                node.end[n] = atoi(p);
                p += strlen(p, "0123456789");
            }
        }
    }
    else
    {
        node.end[n] = node.start[n];
    }
    n++;
}
if (p[0] == '.')
{
    p++;
    node.end[n] = atoi(p);
    p += strlen(p, "0123456789");
}
else
{
    if (n == 4)
    {
pSite->listIncludeFilter.push_back(node);
}

if (n >= 4)
{
    p += strcspn(p, ";\n");
p += strspn(p, ";\n");
n = 0;
}

// Parse out the Exclude Filter

if (pSite->szExcludeFilter[0])
{
    pSite->listExcludeFilter.clear();
    CLogStats::IPFILTER node;

    int n = 0;
    char* p = pSite->szExcludeFilter;
    while (p && p[0])
    {
        if (p[0] == '*')
        {
            node.start[n] = 0;
            node.end[n] = 255;
            n++;
        }
        else
        {
            node.start[n] = atoi(p);
p += strspn(p, "0123456789");
            if (p[0] == '-')
            {
                p++;
            }
            node.end[n] = atoi(p);
        }
    }
}
p+= strspn(p, "0123456789");
}
else
{
    node.end[n]= node.start[n];
}
n++;
}
if( p[0]==',')
{
    p++;
}
else
{
    if(n==4)
    {
        pSite-
        >listExcludeFilter.push_back( node);
    }
}

if( n>=4)
{
    p+= strcspn(p, " ");
    p+= strspn(p, ", ");
    n= 0;
}

//---------------------------------------

if( !szFirstAccess[0])
{
    TableStmt hstmt( pGlobalDB->hdbc);
    rc= pGlobalDB->ExecDirect( hstmt, 
        "UPDATE [PageCounterSites] SET 
        [firstaccess]=GETDATE() WHERE siteid=\%u",
        pSite->nSiteId, 0);
}

//---------------------------------------

strlwr( pSite->szDBLocation);
if (1)
{
    std::map< std::string, std::string>::iterator i;
    i = gGlobalSettings.zSiteDsn.find(pSite->szDBLocation);
    if (i != gGlobalSettings.zSiteDsn.end())
    {
        strcpy(pSite->szDsn, (*i).second.c_str);
        return 0;
    }
}

#define dprintf(fmt, ...)
]

else
{
    dprintf("CheckSiteId failed with rc=\%u\n", rc);
}

else
{
    dprintf("CheckSiteId failed with rc=\%u, msg=\%s\n", rc,
        pGlobalDB->szErrorMsg);
}

pSite->nSiteId = -1;
return -1;

This function is run on every hit and the filter logic is executed to determine
if this hit should be counted.

int SiteCount( Table* pdb, Table* pGlobalDB, CLogStats* pStats, CLogEntry* pLogEntry)
{
    DWORD dwStartTick = GetTickCount();
// Make sure we look at tags for the right version!
if( atoi( pLogEntry->pTagVersion)!= 1)
{
    DWORD dwElapsed= GetTickCount() - dwStartTick;
    pStats->dwSiteCountTick+= dwElapsed;
}
return 0;

int id;

//------------------------------------------------------------------

// Check Include Filters
if( 1)
{
    if( pStats->listIncludeFilter.size())
    {
        unsigned long l;
        unsigned char* p = (unsigned char*) &l;

        l= inet_addr( pLogEntry->pHost);

        std::list< CLogFile::IPFILTER>::iterator i;
        for( i= pStats->listIncludeFilter.begin(); i!= pStats->
        listIncludeFilter.end(); i++)
        {
            CLogFile::IPFILTER& n= (*i);

            if( p[0]>= n.start[0] && p[0]<= n.end[0] &&
                break;
        }

        if( i== pStats->listIncludeFilter.end())
        {
            DWORD dwElapsed= GetTickCount() - dwStartTick;

            pStats->dwSiteCountTick+= dwElapsed;

            return 0;
        }
    }
}
// Check Exclude Filters
if (1)
{
    if (pStats->listExcludeFilter.size())
    {
        unsigned long l;
        unsigned char* p = (unsigned char*) &l;

        l= inet_addr(pLogEntry->pHost);

        std::list< CLogStats::IPFILTER >::iterator i;
        for (i = pStats->listExcludeFilter.begin(); i != pStats->listExcludeFilter.end(); i++)
        {
            CLogStats::IPFILTER& n = (*i);

            if (p[0] >= n.start[0] && p[0] <= n.end[0] &&
                break;
        }

        if (i != pStats->listExcludeFilter.end())
        {
            DWORD dwElapsed = GetTickCount() - dwStartTick;
            pStats->dwSiteCountTick += dwElapsed;

            return 0;
        }
    }
}

DWORD dwTick = GetTickCount();

pStats->nHits++;
I claim:

1. A method for generating web traffic reports comprising the steps of:
   presetting IP filters;
   storing a web page on a first server coupled to a wide area network, said web page including data mining code;
   uploading the web page to a visitor computer responsive to a request over the wide area network from the visitor computer, said visitor computer having a designated IP address;
   operating the data mining code on the visitor computer to obtain technical data;
   receiving at a second server the technical data and the IP address of the visitor computer and generating a log file incorporating the technical data and IP address;
   applying the IP filters to the IP address stored in the log file; and
   generating a database file from the log file responsive to the IP filters.

2. The method of claim 1, wherein the step of presetting IP filters includes setting an INCLUDE IP filter.

3. The method of claim 1, wherein the step of presetting IP filters includes setting an EXCLUDE filter.

4. The method of claim 1, wherein the step of applying the IP filters to the IP addresses includes the step of using classless inter-domain routing.

5. The method of claim 1, wherein the step of applying the IP filters to the IP addresses includes the step of using standard pattern matching specifications like Regular Expressions.
6. The method of claim 1 further including the steps of:
defining a subnet mask; and
filtering the IP addresses using the subnet mask with a binary AND
operator.

7. A network comprising:
a visitor node having a browser program coupled to said network, said
visitor node providing requests for information on said network;
a web site node having a respective web site responsive to requests for
information from said visitor node to provide media content and data mining code
to said visitor node;
a tracking node including a log file and a database, said tracking node
responsive to a communication from said visitor node based upon said data mining
code to store visitor data obtained from said visitor node into said log file; and
a filter node responsive to said visitor data based on a filter to select said
visitor data for storage in a database,
whereby said database is accessible by an owner of said web site node to
view relevant traffic data to the web site node.

8. A network in accordance with claim 7, wherein said filter node
selects said visitor data based on whether the visitor data is included within the
filter.

9. A network in accordance with claim 7, wherein said filter node
selects said visitor data based on whether the visitor data is excluded from the filter.

10. A network in accordance with claim 7, wherein said filter is an IP
address filter.

11. A network in accordance with claim 7, wherein said filter is a subnet
mask applied to an IP address of the visitor node using an AND operator.
12. A network in accordance with claim 7, wherein said filter uses classless inter-domain routing.

13. A network in accordance with claim 7, wherein said filter uses standard pattern matching specifications like Regular Expressions.
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FIG. 2
This section allows you to define filters for the selected site. Filters are used to exclude activity from your site traffic reports (i.e. excluding your own accesses to your site).

**Exclude the following IP addresses:**

Specify each IP address or domain name to exclude on a separate line.

- Close
- Apply

FIG. 3A
This section allows you to define filters for the selected site. Filters are used to exclude activity from your site traffic reports (i.e. excluding your own accesses to your site).

**Exclude the following IP addresses:**

- 206.58.83.2
- 192.168.63.*
- 206.58.*.*
- 100.100.63.1-100

Specify each IP address or domain name to exclude on a separate line.

FIG. 3B
FIG. 4

30. INCLUDE / EXCLUDE FILTERS SET

32. VISITOR DOWNLOADS TAGGED WEB PAGE

34. VISITOR IP ADDRESS RETRIEVED

36. IP ADDRESS TRANSMITTED TO SERVICE PROVIDER

40. GENERATE LOG FILE FROM RETRIEVED INFORMATION

42. FILTER

44. IP ADDRESS ON INCLUDE LIST?
   YES
   NO

46. IP ADDRESS ON EXCLUDE LIST?
   YES
   NO

48. UPDATE DATABASE FILES

50. CUSTOMER ACCESSES REPORT GENERATED FROM DATABASE FILES
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